Abstract-Particle filter-based acoustic source tracking algorithms track (online and in real-time) the position of a sound source-a person speaking in a room-based on the current data from a distributed microphone array as well as the previously recorded data. This paper develops a multi-target tracking (MTT) methodology to allow for an unknown and time-varying number of speakers in a fully probabilistic manner and in doing so does not resort to independent modules for new target proposal or target number estimation as in previous works. The approach uses the concept of an existence grid to propose possible regions of activity before tracking is carried out with a variable dimension particle filter-which also explicitly supports the concept of a null particle, containing no target states, when no speakers are active. Examples demonstrate typical tracking performance in a number of different scenarios with simultaneously active speech sources.
using a 12-element microphone array will be illustrated. Note that the Steered Beamformer Function (SBF) is used to isolate localization information from each frame of audio, as previously used in [3] , [4] .
II. TRACKING TARGET ACTIVITY
Some ad-hoc approaches have attempted to deterministically identify active speech targets based around heuristic decisions and to then perform tracking. Sturim et al. [7] first proposed a Kalman-filter tracking solution of this form. Similar methods using particle filter-based tracking followed [8] . Alternatively, Lehmann and Williamson [9] introduced an algorithm which allows for switching between conversational sources (i.e., non-simultaneously active sources) when one of the speakers stops speaking. The system does not, however, attempt to explicitly determine if a source is actually active-with particle states spreading out across the room during inactivity. As a result, recovering from silences was dependent on using a large number of particles and did not probabilistically support particles with no active sources.
Application of random finite set (RFS) theory to this field has also been proposed [10] . That approach used a generalized cross correlation (GCC) measurement function, however the GCC is not well suited to multi-target AST because when targets cross in front of a microphone pair the pairwise measurement-to-source assignment is ambiguous. Inter-pair correlations (ignored by the GCC) allow the SBF to resolve the ambiguity in this case.
Recent research such as [11] has retained the TBD approach while adding an "initialization filter" to propose new speakers separately from the tracking filter. Valin et al. [12] carried out explicit data association of all possible source locations before carrying out radial position tracking on a robot.
Meanwhile, within the general field of (military) tracking a number of methodologies have been introduced to keep track of the number of active sources in a more principled manner such as the independent partition and joint probabilistic data association filters. Acoustic targets are, however, discontinuous with a dramatically varying signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). Our proposal instead maintains a single joint target state updated using observations drawn from acoustic data. Before describing our target proposal mechanism (in Section IV) and the likelihood function, we will first outline the higher level tracking algorithm with which the proposed targets will be tracked.
III. TRACKING FRAMEWORK
In this section, a variable dimension particle filter is proposed in which each particle represents a single unpartitioned estimate of the underlying state space in a framework similar to [13] , [1] . It will keep track of the time-varying number of sources present in the room, including the possibility that no targets are active at all.
The number of targets, S k , within each individual state vector may vary in the range f0; . . . ; S max g, representing the number of speakers deemed to be active at any given time k. S max is the maximum number of speakers and is chosen to be 3 in our experiments, although in principle the methods extend to more "crowded" environments as well. See Section VI for more discussion. An individual state vector, containing S k targets at time k, is defined as follows: 
1558-7916/$31.00 © 2011 IEEE The aim of the particle filter is to update the posterior probability density for the entire vector (1) using information from the measurements, Z k . These measurements are defined on a dense but discrete grid of J cells covering the tracking space of interest, and computed using a specially optimized steered beamformer (SBF) directed at each cell's center.
A. Prior Speaker Models
Within the variable dimension particle filter, we propose to model evolution of speaker activity using randomly drawn appearance ("birth") and disappearance ("death") events. These prior models are unrelated to the audio data and attempt to capture the behavior of the speaker and/or the environment in question. For example this could support information about typical sentence length and the duration of inter-syllable silences. We have used only a weak prior model so as to maintain generality. a) Prior Target Number Model: This is carried out as two consecutive transition processes. First, the removal process will provide a prior model of how the number of targets is likely to change given the possibility of removing a target S kjk01 = S k01 + kjk01 (3) to give an intermediate estimate of the target number, S kjk01 . It will do so with a prior removal probability distribution
where h d = 0:05 is the probability of decrementing the number of targets-that is the prior probability that a speaker will stop speaking at that specific time. This means that we expect a speaker to stop speaking every 5-10 seconds. The target for removal, say s 0 , is chosen randomly with probability 1=S k01 .
Then the addition of a new target will be carried out in a similar way as follows:
to give the final target number estimate S k . It will do so with a prior addition probability distribution
where h b is the probability of incrementing the number of targets-that is the prior probability of a speaker (spontaneously) starting to speak.
h b and h d are set equal, except when S k01 = 0 where we will set h d = 0, or when S k01 = S max where we will set h b = 0.
The overall prior probability distribution for the number of targets is then simply the product of the individual probabilities p(s 0 ; S k ; S kjk01 jS k01 ) = p(S kjk01 jS k01 )p(s 0 )p(S k jS kjk01 ) (7) and then s 0 and S kjk01 may be discarded moving to time k + 1. (9) where the portion of the prior related to the target positions can be broken down as shown in (10) at the bottom of the page, where s 0 is the target removed at time k (if any). Note that when a target is added, the new target is added at the position S k in the vector A k , whereas deletion can occur randomly to any target from k01 , randomly chosen with probability 1=S k01 .
B. Sequential Monte Carlo Methods
Our goal is to estimate the joint posterior distribution of the target states recursively, and we adopt the standard two step Bayesian update rule. As the evaluation of the integral and update steps is often intractable, sequential Monte Carlo methods are used to approximate the recursion for such complex measurement or dynamical models. The idea is that a complex probability distribution can be represented as a set of weighted Monte Carlo importance samples.
The problem at hand has many state variables and a time-varying number of speakers. Hence, instead of sampling from the dynamical model alone (as in bootstrap filtering), [14] , we will instead sample the pth particle for the new state vector from a data-dependent proposal
where q( 1 ) and qS( 1 ) are importance sampling functions for the position/velocity and target number states respectively, and an appropriate correction is then made for the bias introduced in the importance weighting step. According to (11) , we first propose the new target number in time-frame k by removing unsupported targets and then add targets to newly active regions of an existence grid (as defined in Section IV) as follows. 
1) Removal of Targets:
A decision on whether to remove a target from a particle is randomly made according to probability 
Otherwise no action is taken.
2) Initiation of New Targets: In a similar manner to the above an addition decision is then made as follows:
Should a new addition be decided upon, a random draw is made to choose a cell for the new target using the set of normalized addition probabilities ( 1:S ), again see Section IV-E for details.
Having selected the cell, the target position is initialized using a weighted combination of a uniform distribution within the physical region of cell, T j , and a normal distribution centered on the weighted mean of any particle states currently existing in that cell, The parameter is set to be 0.7 in the following.
3) Updating of Persistent Target Positions:
Finally the states of targets persisting from time-step k 0 1 to k are propagated using the Langevin dynamical model which has been used previously in this field, see [3] , [9] ,
k01 ; Z k ). While more advanced dynamic models could have been used, this model showed adequate performance in practice. Parameter values used were similar to those mentioned in these works. The use of a more accurate model (for example learned from typical user motions) could possibly reduce the required number of particles. In this way, four distinct events can occur: one target may be birthed to a particle, one may be removed from a particle, a target may be birthed and another removed and, finally, no change in the particle's target set may occur from the previous time-step except dynamical propagation.
C. Importance Weights
Having determined the particle set for the current iteration, the importance weights will be updated using
where the likelihood term l(Z k jA (p) k ) is determined up to a constant of proportionality by using a likelihood ratio calculation, as in [4] and [5] . The formulation as a likelihood ratio implies that we only need evaluate this function at the grid cells that contain targets, and the computation need only be made once for each grid cell (see [4] for more details), and 
where the mean and variance of the distribution will be set to be S = 5500 and S = 500. These parameters are chosen after careful review of the data-such that typical measurements recorded in noise will be at the lower end of this range, while measurements for active sources will be at the upper end of the range. The likelihood ratio is calculated as a ratio of the signal-plus-noise likelihood function and the noise only likelihood function using the following expressions: where the likelihood functions are both normal distributions with variances 0 = 0:5 and 1 = 0:01 and the constants were set to zero q 1 = 25 and q 0 = 20 so as to support some heavy tailed behavior. Finally, c 0 and c 1 are normalization constants. Using a likelihood ratio is important as it allows us to avoid evaluating this (continuous) function across the entire region, which would be required for proper normalization of the underlying likelihood function, as outlined in [5] . To our knowledge this issue was not dealt with in previous works.
IV. EXISTENCE GRID
An important part of our approach is an effective proposal mechanism for initiating new targets and deleting old ones. Without a carefully designed data-dependent proposal mechanism the algorithm is likely to suffer from poor exploration of the variable dimension target space. To achieve this we adopt an existence grid approach, based closely upon [6] , but with likelihood functions carefully designed for acoustic localization. This existence grid is a low resolution grid reflecting our belief in the existence of target(s) in each of the grid cells and is used to evaluate the removal and addition probabilities mentioned in Section III-B.
A. Design Choices
As mentioned previously, the steered beamformer function [SBF, see (18)] provides an indirect measure of how likely it is that a speech sample originated at a particular location. The function allows for two free design parameters 1) the frequency range used for the integration (affecting the precision of the location estimates) and 2) the set of locations evaluated (affecting the spatial extent of the evaluated surface).
Evaluating the entire surface using the full range of frequencies is, of course, impractical and hence a compromise is necessary. Evaluating the SBF function using a low band of frequencies (in our case we have chosen 2 [100; 400] Hz) reduces the peaked nature of the underlying surface as it is limited by the signal wavelengths. Fig. 1 illustrates the SBF evaluated using two different frequency ranges. Thus, a low-resolution grid with cell dimensions in the order of 60-120 cm across, can provide a coarse estimate of speaker activity. Using the Bayesian update framework discussed by Moreland et al. [6] , the obtained values can be combined with previous data to give a posterior estimate of cell activity-the existence grid.
Finally, because of the two design choices mentioned above the computational draw of this module is very small-especially when compared with the ensuing particle filter. Table I provides a comparison between the evaluation of this surface, the final particle filter likelihoods and also a full density SBF grid.
B. Desirable Traits of the Existence Grid
In determining source activity, we will choose to place higher weight on quickly finding newly active sources than on quickly removing sources that have become inactive. Operating at 30 Hz, activity will be recognized within an existence cell after just a couple of cycles. Conversely when the source becomes inactive or leaves a grid cell, the existence cell value will die away gradually over the course of a second-returning to the background level.
C. Evaluating the Grid
First the SBF function [as in (18)], will be evaluated for a grid of J cells each of size, (4x; 4y), spread across the surveillance region. The cells will be numbered j = 1; . . . ; J . Again the SRP values will then be transformed onto a range [0, 1] using the CDF mentioned in Section III-C. In this case, the mean and variance chosen were S = 450 and S = 50-as only the low band of frequencies are involved in the SBF integration. Using this measurement grid as an input, we will now update an existence grid across the surveillance region.
Moreland et al. [6] presented a two-step Bayesian update rule for the measure of the evidence that a source exists in a particular cell which is defined as g t01 j for cell j at time t 01 [(48) and (49) from their paper].
First, the previous estimate is updated using our prior information of how we expect the source's activity to evolve: . A large value means a high chance of the existence of a target in that cell but it is not a probability, per se. To implement this update rule we need to formulate the likelihood functions p(zj j oj = 1) and p(zj j oj = 0).
D. Existence Grid Likelihood Functions
The likelihood functions we shall propose will simply be as follows, for cell j : mildly weight against less informative clutter measurements (modified SRP value 0). Fig. 2 illustrates the evolution of the existence function for two recorded samples: while the grid provides an indication of source activity, it does so in a somewhat unreliable manner. This issue is returned to in Section V.
The entire procedure produces, at each time frame k and for each cell j, a measure g j of the activity of target(s) within that cell. These values are used, with the active targets from the previous time frame, to propose target initiations and deletions within the particle filter, which is now described.
E. Target Proposal Mechanism
Having evaluated the existence grid values, next we find probabilities for adding a new target or removing an existing target which will be used to propose the particle set. To do so we will use a slightly modified approach from [6] , given here in shortened form. a) Addition Probabilities: Consider a particle at time k 0 1 made up of s k01 targets, A = (1; . . . ; s ), located in cells (l 1 ; . . . ; l s ). The relative probability of adding a new target to a specific cell, j, will be the product of the probability of a target existing in that cell with each of the probabilities of a target not existing in each of the other (vacant) cells
and the probability of no target being added will be as follows:
The normalized set of addition probabilities, V = f0; . . . ; J g, are denoted where j=0:J j = 1. 0 is the probability of no target being added while the sum of the remaining values represents the probability of any of the targets being added. is used to form the removal probabilities, 0:S , and their normalized versions, 0:S , which correspond to those given in the previous section for addition. While the method allows only a single target to become active or become inactive at a particular time frame, this will not effect our envisaged application unduly. Thus, this provides us with a logical framework for proposing particle sets to reflect the underlying activity of the different regions of the surveillance space which can in turn be used to update the posterior distribution of the number of targets and their positions.
An alternative approach would be to propose completely new targets into newly active existence grid cells which are maintained in a nursery before being transferred to the mature target set when reinforced by subsequent audio frames. This would make for an interesting comparison with our proposed method.
Due to the temporal discontinuity of speech, one must trade off the better tracking accuracy of a dominant source against improved tracking stability of weaker, less active sources. A careful choice of likelihood and resampling parameters is required. For example, when two sources are active one can typically expect only 45% of frames to give accurate location estimates while a similar proportion will contain clutter measurements. Because of this it is important to ensure that re-sampling occurs infrequently to avoid degeneracy.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In order to test the algorithm, a set of recordings was made in a typical office room with 12 microphones spaced around the roughly 5 m 2 5 m space illustrated in Fig. 5 . The setup and other details were identical to that used in [4] . The number of particles was fixed at 500 which allowed for real-time operation in MATLAB on a typical PC (1.20-GHz, Dual Core, 2-GB RAM). Note that given the size of the room available for these experiments the mean velocity of the speakers is quite low-corresponding to a slow walking pace. For higher walking speeds it is anticipated that more particles would be required to support diverse dynamics as well as possibly lower frequency of accurate measurements. Fig. 3 shows the performance of the algorithm for a single intermittent speech source moving in the path indicated by Source 2 in Fig. 5 over the course of 25 seconds. The system correctly identified source activity and inactivity. As intended the source activity was more quickly determined than inactivity. Position error is typically below 0.1 m, although the average error is affected by periods in which the source becomes silent but before the tracking particle set disappeared.
A. Tracking Examples 1) Intermittent Single Speaker:
2) Two Conversing Speakers: Fig. 4 depicts tracking performance in the X and Y-dimensions for two alternating speakers taking part in a 20-second conversation. The location of each source during active speech is indicated by a red dashed line, while the algorithm's tracking performance is indicated by a solid blue line. Variance of the estimate is indicated by error bars. The algorithm is seen to correctly identify and track the active source and to quickly switch between the speakers.
3) Two Overlapping Speakers: Fig. 5 illustrates the tracking of two sources alternating between activity and inactivity including when both sources are speaking simultaneously. The upper plot illustrates tracking performance while the lower plot illustrates the number of sources estimated to be active. As mentioned previously, the existence grid gives a coarse indication of regional activity. Having proposed particles in these broad locations, the more accurate particle filter then tracks the source location precisely. The algorithm is seen to preform tracking of both of the sources successfully-both when they were active and where they were inactive.
B. Monte Carlo Simulations
Finally, we will present the results of a series of Monte Carlo simulations to present performance in a quantitative manner. As mentioned previously, the proposed algorithm is unique in determining the presence, activity and continuity of speech sources in an entirely probabilistic manner 1 and as such no other method can be directly compared to the proposed algorithm. Hence, the results presented give only an illustrative example of the algorithm's performance.
Tracking of one intermittent source is examined here using the first sample from Section V-A which follows the path of Source 2 in Fig. 5 was used (before the linear addition of Source 1). This consisted of three periods of silence followed by three periods of speech activity and was 67 seconds in duration. The algorithm was run 50 times and the results were averaged. The following metrics are presented to illustrate performance: 1) Mean location error (of frames when the source is active): 0.055 m. This error is of a similar size of a person's mouth and within the margin of error of the ground truth system. 2) Percentage of (active) frames that 70% of particle weight lies within 0.2 m of the source position: 98.9%. Illustrating that tracking is stable-although it must be acknowledged that the test sample, while realistic, was not very challenging. 3) Mean error of the estimated number of targets: 0.394 targets more are estimated. Our implementation of the system overestimates the number of targets so as to avoid missing a target which is important in a number of envisaged applications. 4) Mean time taken for particle weight within 0.2 m of the source position to rise to 70% (when becoming active): 0.28 seconds. As envisaged in Section IV, quickly detecting new sources. 
VI. CONCLUSION
A fully probabilistic entirely integrated algorithm for the detection and tracking of an unknown and time varying number of speakers has been proposed and demonstrated with real audio recordings. While there exists scope for further optimization of the algorithm, the results illustrates the ability of the system to track more than one source simultaneously in real-time in a computationally efficient manner. In particular the algorithm does not rely on external modules to propose and keep track of targets. Additionally, this system supports null particles, explicitly containing no target states when none are supported by the audio data, which is a unique yet probabilistically correct approach.
Improvement of the stability of the existence grid mechanism is still possible. Currently the existence grid is implemented using a grid of non-overlapping cells which can lead to instability when a target moves from one cell to the next. An alternative system utilizing two interleaved mesh grids could possibly remove this instability while requiring only a small increase in computing power.
A limitation of the algorithm (and current AST methods in general) is the maximum number of active sources (about 3). This is due to the shared acoustic channel which results in a reduced frequency of observations with an increasing number of speakers and the breakdown of the tracking algorithm. This restriction could be improved with notch filtering or binary masking of dominant speakers to expose the weaker speaker.
